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I. AB INITIO MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

For the ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations1 we have made use of the ef-

ficient Car–Parrinello2 propagation scheme as implemented in the CPMD program package.3

The underlying electronic structure calculations have been carried out using the BLYP4,5

exchange–correlation functional supplemented by Grimme’s dispersion correction6, together

with a plane wave basis set at a kinetic energy cutoff of 70 Ry and Troullier–Martins7 norm-

conserving pseudopotentials. The supercell for all reported calculations was a simple cubic

box of 16 Å in length containing one extended disulfide model (EDM) (cf. Figure 1 in the

main text), one deprotonated 1,4–dithiothreitol molecule (DTT−) and 112 water molecules

to properly solvate both, the reactant and nucleophile molecules subject to periodic bound-

ary conditions.

All AIMD simulations were performed in the canonical (NVT) ensemble at 300 K using

Nosé–Hoover chain thermostats8 in order to control the kinetic energy of the nuclei as well

as the fictitious kinetic energy of the orbitals. An AIMD step of ∆t = 4 a.u. (≈ 0.097 fs)

was used for the integration of the Car–Parrinello equations of motion using a fictitious

mass parameter for the orbitals of µ = 700 a.u. together with the atomic masses of all

hydrogens substituted by deuterium masses to allow for more efficient propagation.1 Overall,

this approach is identical to the well–tested basic protocol that we used in our previous

work to study attack of the small diethyl disulfide model by hydroxide (OH−) in aqueous

solution9,10.

The setup and computational protocol of the isotensional canonical AIMD simulations

at 300 K (160 ps at each constant tensile force after equilibration) of only EDM in vacuum

(dubbed “isolated” throughout the text), thus mimicking a “dry” gas phase environment for

reference purposes, was identical to the one just described for the solvated case in explicit

aqueous solution.

II. AB INITIO METADYNAMICS SAMPLING

We have extended the metadynamics machinery that has been introduced, validated

and extensively discussed in our previous publications on disulfide mechanochemistry9,10,

where in stark contrast to the present work only a minimal molecular model, namely diethyl
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disulfide, has been investigated to elucidate attack by the simplest possible nucleophile,

OH−(aq). Here, we use a much extended disulfide model (EDM) which is attacked by the

rather large Cleland’s reagent nucleophile, DTT−(aq), as depicted schematically in Figure 1

of the main text, to compute and analyze the force–transformed free energy landscapes11

for the associated SN2 disulfide reduction process via S–S bond cleavage as a function of

constant external tensile force.

Two collective variables (CVs) that span the reaction subspace were employed in the

Lagrangian ab initio metadynamics simulations1,12–15 using four multiple–walker replica16,17

to accelerate the disulfide reduction process in terms of enhanced sampling. To drive the

SN2 disulfide bond cleavage by the solvated DTT anion, DTT−(aq), we have employed the

following set of CVs. The first one, CV1, is defined as dS−S? − dS?···−S(DTT) where dS−S?

is the distance between the two sulfur atoms within the EDM disulfide and dS?···−S(DTT)

is the distance between the attacked sulfur site of EDM (labeled S? throughout) and the

attacking sulfur atom of the DTT anion, −S(DTT). The second collective variable, CV2, is

the S–S?–Cα–Cβ dihedral angle on the side of the reaction center, see Figure 1 in the main

text for the labeling of the corresponding α- and β–C atoms. Additional repulsive walls have

been applied to CV1 in order to prevent DTT− from diffusing too far away from the reaction

center, thus avoiding unproductive sampling of translational motion; the corresponding walls

have been set at ±2.9 Å.

The setup for the height of the Gaussian–shaped potential hills, the adaptive placing of the

Gaussians and controlling the fictitious kinetic energy of the auxiliary degrees of freedom all

follow our validated scheme.9,10. At variance with these previous simulations using OH−(aq)

as the attacking nucleophile, which can easily undergo Grotthuss–like structural diffusion18,19

and thereby readily loose its nucleophilic character even being close to the disulfide bond, the

DTT−(aq) nucleophile does not need any external potential walls to prevent its protonation

by water

III. EXTENDED DISULFIDE MODEL ATTACKED BY DTT−: COMPARISON

TO MINIMAL DIETHYL DISULFIDE MODEL CLEAVED BY OH−

In Figure 1, representative structures that characterize the reactants, the transition state

structures and the final products are shown in thermal limit (corresponding to F = 0.0 nN)
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FIG. 1: Representative configuration snapshots of reactants, transition states and products along the

reaction path for nucleophilic cleavage of the extended disulfide model (EDM) in bulk water by DTT−(aq)

from isotensional ab initio metadynamics sampling at T = 300 K at zero force (top panels) and at a constant

stretching force of F = 1.0 nN (bottom); note that none of the 112 explicit water molecules in the periodic

supercell are depicted for clarity.

and subject to a constant external force of F = 1.0 nN as obtained from isotensional ab initio

metadynamics simulations. For the reactant structure at zero force, the dotted line indicates

schematically the quasi-linear chalcogen–chalcogen 1,5-type S· · ·O bond that connects the

γ–carbonyl oxygen of the protein mimic (EDM) to the nearby sulfur atom of the disulfide

bridge. This type of noncovalent interaction vanishes upon applying even weak tensile

forces and gets eventually replaced by a simple S· · ·H–C contact caused by stretching EDM

as shown for F = 1.0 nN in Figure 1. Additionally, it is demonstrated by the representative

snapshot at F = 1.0 nN that the transition state structure features a H–bond, in which the

donor is the closeby hydroxyl group of DTT− and the acceptor is the attacked sulfur S?

within the disulfide bond of EDM.

The activation free energy as a function of the magnitude of the tensile force obtained

for EDM reduction via DTT− attack is compared in Figure 2a to that obtained earlier9 for
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the cleavage of the minimal diethyl disulfide model by hydroxide, OH−(aq). What is seen

already at first glance is that DTT−(aq) is a far better nuclophile compared to OH−(aq)

owing to the fact that displays much lower activation free energies at all applied forces,

notably including also the zero force limit (see main text). The activation free energy is

also more sensitive to mechanochemical activation of the reaction when using DTT− as the

reducing agent. In particular, already at a force of F = 1.2 nN, disulfide reduction with

DTT− starts to be an almost barrierless process, thus preventing its investigation by force–

clamp single–molecule force spectroscopy experiments in this force regime, whereas OH−

attack remains to be subject to a sizable barrier even at 2 nN.

As explained in the main text, we were required to introduce a generalized molecular

definition to distinguish disulfide configurations which are sterically blocked (called “closed”)

from those that are “open” to nucleophilic attack by the bulky DTT− molecule. To this end,

a molecular definition in terms of site classes is introduced: A specific atom X of the disulfide

as represented by EDM (according to Figure 1 in the main text) is inside the reaction cone

(thus blocking SN2 attack at S? by the nucleophile) if its S? · · ·X distance does not exceed

4 Å and if its S–S? · · ·X angle is in between 180 and 130 ◦. These EDM conformations are

the “closed” ones, whereas all other cases correspond to “open” conformers. In panel b of

Figure 2 we directly compare the simple proxy approach based on the S–S–C–C dihedral

angle, as previously used9,10 to study the attack of the minimal disulfide model by OH−(aq),

to the molecularly detailed description of the reaction cone when DTT−(aq) attacks the

extended disulfide model. The match is close to perfect, which implies that the molecular

definition is able to describe whatever has been found before in case of the minimal model9,10.

Transcending the simple proxy approach, the new molecular cone definition allows us to

analyze the blocking atoms in full atomic resolution as unfolded in Figure 3, which allowed

us to discover the new, third reactivity regime of disulfide reduction at low tensile forces as

described in the main text.

IV. REACTION CONE ANALYSIS IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION VERSUS GAS

PHASE

Having confirmed that the molecularly detailed description of the reaction cone is suc-

cessful in reproducing previous conclusions obtained with the minimal disulfide model9,10,
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FIG. 2: (a) Activation free energies as a function of tensile force, ∆A‡(F ), for nucleophilic cleavage of the

extended disulfide model in bulk water by DTT− nucleophile (red) compared to previous data9 obtained

from the minimal diethyl disulfide model cleaved by OH− nucleophile (blue) in water all from isotensional

ab initio metadynamics sampling at T = 300 K (solid lines connect the data linearly to guide the eye). (b)

Force dependence of the relative population of the “closed” conformers (see text) in the reactant state for

the minimal diethyl disulfide model9 using (i) the simple proxy approach (see text; black triangles) based

on the S–S–C–C dihedral angle as previously used9 in direct comparison to (ii) the molecularly detailed

new description of the reaction cone (see text; blue bullets) as applied to the same system for reference (see

text). The procedure used to compute the populations according to reaction cone analysis is described in

the last paragraph of Section III.

we can now apply it to the much more complex current situation, i.e. DTT− reducing the

EDM protein mimic in aqueous solution. In the left panels of Figure 3, the total population

of closed conformations as a function is force (panel a1) is decomposed in panels b1 and c1

to all possible specific atoms and atom groups that can possibly block the reaction cone, and

thereby shield the disulfide bridge against nucleophilic attack and thus against reduction.

This most detailed analysis supports the more coarse-grained presentation in Figure 2d of
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the main text.
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FIG. 3: Analysis of overall (top panels) and atom-resolved (middle and bottom panels) blocking of the

reaction cone in the reactant state (see caption of Figure 2 in the main text for details) as a function

of tensile force using the molecular steric hindrance criterion (see text) applied to EDM conformations in

aqueous solution (left panels) and in the gas phase reference case (right panels). Panels b depict blocking due

to exclusively the Cγ=O group (orange circles and solid lines), exclusively the Cβ–H group (blue squares

and dashed lines), and both these groups at the same time (black triangles and dotted lines); the black

diamond at F = 0 nN represents the total population of the Cγ=O group when blocking the cone. Panels c

show blocking contributions due to the N(H)–C(O) group from the loop part of the protein mimic (green

circles and solid lines), the N(H) group from the backbone part (black circles and solid lines), and any other

atoms (red bullet and solid lines). See Figure 1 in the main text for atom and group labeling. The procedure

used to compute the populations according to reaction cone analysis is described in the last paragraph of

Section III.

More importantly, the same analysis of the relative contribution of closed conformations

of EDM as a function of tensile force is also carried out in the dry, i.e. in the absence

of solvation, as presented in the right panels of Figure 3 in one-to-one comparison to the

solvated case to the left. As one can see in the top panels, the conformational force response
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is drastically different in the gas phase compared to the liquid phase: compare panel a2

to a1 in Figure 3. Whereas the reaction cone is mostly closed in aqueous solution without

applying force, i.e. in the thermal limit (F = 0 nN), it is mostly open without solvation by

water molecules.

The atom-resolved analysis of cone blocking in Figure 3 discloses that at zero and low

forces, it is the γ–carbonyl group, Cγ=O, that is mainly responsible to prevent nucleophilic

attack of EDM by DTT− in aqueous solution, see panel b1. This is in stark contrast to the

isolated reference case, where the Cγ=O contribution is essentially negligible not only at

zero force, but also at all finite forces according to the data in panel b2. In the gas phase,

instead, it is observed that that the Cβ–H group is significantly blocking the reaction cone at

forces of 0.2 nN and beyond. Refined analysis in panels c1 and c2 shows that contributions

from other atoms and groups are below 20 % where the most pronounced effect is due to

N(H)–C=O group from the loop of the protein mimic (highlighted in green in Figure 1 of

the main text).

Overall, the conformational scenario of EDM in the absence of solvation water is charac-

terized by (i) no steric hindrance of nucleophilic attack in the thermal limit and (ii) significant

blocking of the respective reaction cone setting in already at small forces (of about 0.2 nN)

which is entirely due to the Cβ–H group. This behavior does not share any similarity with

the scenario observed in aqueous solution, which is characterized by (i) significant steric

blocking of nucleophilic attack in the thermal limit, (ii) opening of the respective reaction

cone in the small force regime (of roughly 0.2 to 0.4 nN), and (iii) re-closing of the cone

setting in at intermediate forces (of about 0.6 nN) and persisting up to the largest forces.

The explanation of the unexpected blocking behavior in aqueous solution in the zero force

limit is traced back to the existence of a chalcogen bond, being a 1,5-type S· · ·O noncovalent

interaction.

V. ANALYSIS OF S· · ·O CHALCOGEN BONDING: AQUEOUS SOLUTION VER-

SUS GAS PHASE

The atom–resolved analysis of reaction cone in aqueous solution (see Figure 2d in the

main text and left panels of Figure 3) has disclosed that the γ–carbonyl group, Cγ=O, blocks

the disulfide bridge against nucleophilic attack in the liquid state at zero and small forces,
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whereas this phenomenon is not at all observed in the gas phase (see Figure 3 in the main

text and right panels of Figure 3).
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FIG. 4: Normalized probability distribution functions of the noncovalent S? · · ·O distance within the

S–S? · · ·O=Cγ arrangement (cf. Figure 1 in the main text) as a function of tensile force. The data in

aqueous solution (left panels) have been obtained from ab initio metadynamics simulations in the reactant

state (see caption of Figure 2 in the main text for details) and those in the gas phase (right panels) are

based on canonical isotensional ab initio molecular dynamics also at 300 K.

This suggests to investigate in more detail how the corresponding S? · · ·O distance be-

haves in the liquid and gas phase as a function of force, which is depicted in Figure 4 in

the left and right panels, respectively. At zero force, the solvated EDM is found to feature

a broad peak which is centered at short S? · · ·O distances of approximately 3.6 Å. The

distribution of S? · · ·O distances in the absence of solvation water is distinctly different: It

is characterized by a pronounced peak at a much larger most probable S? · · ·O distance

of roughly 4.7 Å for EDM in the gas phase at F = 0 nN. Still, in the absence of force,

the AIMD simulation is seen to clearly sample distances down to only 3 Å also in vacuum,

which however contribute overall only to a negligible extent. In the gas phase, that picture

is force-independent and gets even more pronounced in the sense that S? · · ·O distances
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smaller than about 4.5 Å are no longer found at a tensile force of 1.2 nN, thus sharpening

the peak at a most probable S? · · ·O distance as large as about 4.8 Å.

In aqueous solution, the picture of how the noncovalent S? · · ·O interaction changes as a

function of finite tensile force is very rich and distinctly different from the essentially force-

independent behavior found in the gas phase according to Figure 4. At a small tensile force

of 0.2 N, the distribution function becomes much more structured than at zero force and

now features a pronounced peak at roughly 3.5 Å. However, upon isotensional stretching

with an intermediate force of 0.6 nN, only a little bump remains at these small S? · · ·O

distances, whereas a pronounced peak is now found at about 4.7–4.8 Å much like in the gas

phase. At the largest force, 1.2 nN, that peak shifts to slightly smaller distances, but there

are no longer any S? · · ·O contacts found below a distance of roughly 4 Å.

How can all these puzzling observations be possibly understood and rationalized? At-

tractive interactions between divalent sulfur atoms and nearby chalcogen atoms, including

notably oxygen atoms, have been studied since many decades and are often denoted as

chalcogen bonds / bonding.21–23 Chalcogen bonds are noncovalent interactions, much like the

better known hydrogen bonds or also halogen bonds, and are increasingly used in synthetic

and supramolecular chemistry.21–23 Moreover, they are known to play important functional

roles in protein stabilization and biomolecular recognition24–27.
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FIG. 5: Normalized probability distribution functions of the noncovalent S? · · ·O distance within the

S–S? · · ·O=Cγ arrangement (cf. Figure 1 in the main text) in the absence of force (top panel) and with an

applied force of F = 0.2 nN (bottom). The vertical dotted line marks the most conservative (i.e. smallest)

sum of S and O van der Waals radii as discussed in the text, implying that S? · · ·O chalcogen bonding is

observed to the left of that separatrix according to the IUPAC definition20 from 2019. The distributions have

been computed using the configurations generated by ab initio metadynamics of the full EDM/DTT−/water

system deep in the free energy basin corresponding to the reactant state (according to the collective vari-

able subspace) by considering cartesian structures therein up to 1 kcal/mol (black), 2 kcal/mol (red) and

5 kcal/mol (green) above the free energy minimum.
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According to its IUPAC definition20 proposed in 2019, one of the features of a typical

chalcogen bond (ChB) complex is that the intermolecular distance between the ChB donor

atom (Ch) and the nucleophilic site in the acceptor (A) tends to be less than the sum

of the van der Waals radii. The problem with this definition is the fundamentally ill-

defined nature of van der Waals (vdW) radii combined with their variability within a few

of tenths of an Angstrom depending on various structural factors28. A comprehensive table

of vdW radii was compiled by Bondi29 in 1964 and remains heavily used up to the present

day. Our atoms of interest are sulfur and oxygen and using Bondi’s vdW radii we arrive

at a value of (1.80 + 1.52 = 3.32) Å. Using instead the recommended crystallographic

values yields (1.80 + 1.55 = 3.35) Å, whereas the isolated atom sum provides a value of

(2.06+1.71 = 3.77) Å.30 Thus, the conclusion is that it is impossible to define unequivocally

a unique value for sum of the two vdW radii and, by inference, the chalcogen bonding

according to IUPAC. In order to circumvent that dilemma in the present case where thermal

fluctuations in the aqueous phase moreover introduce pronounced intermolecular distance

variations in thermal equilibrium, we computed the S? · · ·O distance distribution functions

depicted in Figure 5. They are obtained based on sampling protein mimic (EDM) molecular

structures from the free energy basin corresponding to the reactant state (of the disulfide

cleavage reaction) by considering energy ranges up to 1 kcal/mol (black), 2 kcal/mol (red)

and 5 kcal/mol (green) above the free energy minimum. Clearly, the lower that energy range

taken into account in the analysis is, the closer that structural ensemble is to something

that could be called the “representative protein mimic structure” in the aqueous solution

at 300 K (whereas the structure at the absolute free energy minimum would correspond to

the “most probable protein mimic structure” in aqueous solution at 300 K). In the absence

of force (top panel), there is a significant population of S? · · ·O distances within the protein

mimic that are well below the most conservative estimate for chalcogen bonding which is

marked by the vertical dotted line; integration of the respective probability distributions

provides corresponding populations of 33, 32, and 21 % when using energy thresholds of 1,

2, and 5 kcal/mol. Evidently, that scenario significantly changes when applying even a tiny

tensile force (bottom panel) which close to eliminates S? · · ·O chalcogen bonded protein

mimic structures; the corresponding populations are 0, 12, and 15 % considering relative

energies up to 1, 2, and 5 kcal/mol. This structural analysis, thus, clearly supports the

discussion in the main text as to the presence of significant chalcogen bonding (according
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to the current IUPAC definition) within the protein mimic (EDM) in the thermal limit as

seen for F = 0.0 nN in panel (a).

In addition to such bare interatomic Ch· · ·B distances, an important property of chalco-

gen bonds is the peculiar directionality of such noncovalent S· · ·O interactions with respect

to the local covalently bonded environment. Detailed analyses of crystal structures31 re-

vealed that this interaction is characterized by different preferred relative orientations with

respect to the O=C–C– plane in small organic sulfur compounds compared to proteins as

sketched in the top and bottom inset, respectively, of Figure 6. In proteins, the S· · ·O=C–C–

dihedral angle typically adopts values around ±90◦ and, thereby, leads to a preferred per-

pendicular orientation of the noncovalent S· · ·O bonds w.r.t. the carbonyl groups (bottom

inset and dotted green lines); note that this dihedral corresponds to the S?· · ·O=Cγ–Cβ–

grouping in case of the EDM protein mimic according to the labeling introduced in Figure 1

of the main text. In contrast, small organic compounds prefer this dihedral angle to be

around 0◦, thus stabilizing coplanar S· · ·O=C–C– structural motifs (top inset and dotted

red lines in Figure 6).

According to our simulation results of EDM in aqueous solution, there is, first of all, a

clear propensity to stabilize such noncovalent S?· · ·O bonds exclusively in the limit of zero

and small forces with bond lengths of roughly 3.5 Å as demonstrated by the F = 0.0 and

0.2 nN data in the left panels of Figure 4 as well as at a more refined level in Figure 5 (note the

differences in the respective S?· · ·O distance scales). Intermediate and, even more for larger

tensile forces, of 0.6 and 1.2 nN, respectively, counteract this attractive interaction and thus

break these noncovalent bonds as seen by favoring large disulfide sulfur to carbonyl oxygen

separations that exceed 4.5 Å in solution. The orientational analysis in Figure 6 discloses

that the S?· · ·O=Cγ–Cβ– dihedral angle vividly fluctuates between the two limiting values,

i.e. ±90 and 0◦, even in the limit of short such chalcogen–chalcogen 1,5-type S· · ·O bonds

in aqueous solution. This might not be too surprising since the S· · ·O bond in EDM is

established between a sulfur atom of the disulfide bridge and the oxygen atom of the nearby

γ–carbonyl group, whereas this needs not to be so in general for proteins where any far–

distant divalent sulfur atom can form a noncovalent S· · ·O bond with exposed carbonyl

groups thus providing more local orientational flexibility.

Yet, independently from the particular orientation of the noncovalent S?· · ·O bond with

respect to the γ–carbonyl group of EDM in water, it is clear that the resulting S–S?· · ·O
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from ab initio metadynamics sampling in the reactant state (see caption of Figure 2 in the main text for

details) in the zero force limit (top) and at a small force, F = 0.2 nN (bottom). The ideal coplanar and

perpendicular orientations of such chalcogen bonds (see text) are shown schematically as top and bottom

insets, where the dihedral angle corresponds to 0◦ and ±90◦ (marked using red and green dotted lines,

respectively).

arrangement (as depicted by the top–left snapshot of Figure 2 in the main text) strongly

hinders collinear attack of S? by the nucleophile, being S− of DTT−(aq), which is the required

transition state for disulfide reduction and thus disulfide bond cleavage as shown in the inset

of Figure 2b in the main text. In other words: The 1,5-type S· · ·O chalcogen bond blocks the

reaction cone at zero and small tensile forces in aqueous solution, whereas this noncovalent

bond and thus the induced steric hindrance is no longer effective already when reaching the

intermediate force regime.
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